




We aim to tell our story 

the way we SEE it. 

Create yours with our 

customizable eyewear.





Chapter 1

MEET THE FRAMES

“Distinctly light metal frames 

crafted from refined stainless steel”





Meet Butterfly, 

a chic and oh so glamorous 

frame with its feminine curves.

 





Roundy, the time traveller, 

is uniquely round with a nod to 70’s poolside glamour.





Introducing Boxy,
a very confident 
yet  d ist inct ive 
oversized square.



Hexa, the fashion buff, 

is an edgy yet sophisticated 

metal frame.







Chapter 2

WHEN A LENS MEETS A FRAME
“A LOVE STORY”

“Our lenses are inspired 
by the world around us, happy colors and feelings.

From mirrors to see trough colors 
all our lenses provide 100% UV protection. 

Create your unique pair of eyewear 
by selecting your frame and matching 

it with any of our lenses”





THE “HAPPY HOUR” COLLECTION

A collection about 

happy moments & good vibes.

Inspired by our favorites drinks.







Blueberry Lemonade,

Lychee Martini,

Aperol Spritz,

Sparkling Champagne,

Jägermeister shot,

Gin Tonic...

What’s your favorite drink?

Taste it…

Sip it…

Wear it.







THE “MAQUILLE MOI” COLLECTION

A collection inspired by the most 

famous eye shadow palettes.

Shades that will give you the perfect glow 

with or without make up.



Nude Blush, Shimmer, Smokey Eyes or Lolliglow...

What’s your favorite make up look?





NUDE BLUSH  SHIMMER



SMOKEY EYES LOLLIGLOW





THE “IN THE MOOD” COLLECTION

Hope, dream, love, believe, 

feel the summer breeze...

A dreamy collection inspired by 

beautiful landscapes 

and colorful sunsets...



In the mood for love...









A story about love...
See Eyecare was born out of 
my endless love for eyewear,

deeply linked to my optician background,
combined with my passion for fashion and 

trends.
 

Being the dreamer that I am, 
the brand is deeply inspired 

by the world around me, 
Lebanon, its lifestyle and renowned 

beauty; 
by happy moments 

and nostalgic memories...

Yara Nehme






